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In the autumn of 1894, Magnus Enckell travels to Italy on a study trip, bound for Milan to see
and study Leonardo da Vinci’s The Last Supper (c. 1495−98). Once there he stays for several
weeks, making sketches for what would become his most monumental work of the 1890s,
Melancholy (1895). In a letter to his friend Yrjö Hirn, he says that the painting is intended to
convey a certain feeling, or emotional state, to the viewer.1 Enckell and Hirn would both turn
24 that autumn, but the discussion in their correspondence about the meaning of art and
the role that emotions play in it started much further back in time. Two years earlier, Hirn
had completed his study on the influence of Lucretius, an ancient materialist philosopher, on
modern psychological thinking, and he was now focusing on the psychology of shamanism.2
When Hirn’s study, The Origins of Art, appears in 1900, he becomes a key international
exponent of a new trend in aesthetics, called psychological aesthetics. Enckell, the artist, and
Hirn, the theoretician, are both interested in the connection between art and emotion, and
they recognise that they share the same interests as regards the essence of art: in a letter
from Milan, Enckell declares what a unique privilege it is to share ideas with a friend.3
While Enckell’s idea for Melancholy is ambitious and grandiose, on his way to Milan he
has also sketched an intimate watercolour, or actually two sketches on the same subject, as he
was not satisfied with the first. These two gouache works are both titled Fantasy (1895). In her
dissertation from the 1960s, the art historian Salme Sarajas-Korte considered both Melancholy
and Fantasy to be somehow unresolved, but returned to reflect on them in new articles in the
1980s and 1990s.4 In these later writings, Sarajas-Korte specifically referred to the discussions
between Enckell and Hirn as the background to the works, and concluded that Fantasy in
particular is a work that explored art theory. Sarajas-Korte connects the work very directly to
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Magnus Enckell’s letter to Yrjö Hirn, Milan 5 November 1894. Yrjö Hirn’s Collection, Coll. 75.
The National Library of Finland. Salme Sarajas-Korte also mentions Oscar Wilde’s ‘transference of
emotion’ in connection with Enckell’s letter, Salme Sarajas-Korte. Suomen varhaissymbolismi ja sen
lähteet. Helsinki: Kustannusosakeyhtiö Otava, 1966, 199.
Hirn’s archive in the National Library of Finland includes his thesis Lucretius’ theory of the
psychology of the sensations, 1892, and his handwritten manuscript ‘Preparatory works for the
planned thesis about the psychology of shamanism’, 1895, and ‘The beginning of the planned
thesis about the psychology of shamanism’, 1897.
Magnus Enckell’s letter to Yrjö Hirn, autumn 1894. Yrjö Hirn’s Collection, Coll. 75. The National
Library of Finland.
Salme Sarajas-Korte. ‘Magnus Enckell’s Melancholy’, Ateneumin taidemuseo, Museojulkaisu, 27.
Helsinki: Suomen taideakatemia, 1985, 24−43.
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Magnus Enckell, Fantasy,
1895, gouache, crayon and
pencil on paper,
47cm x 44cm
Herman and Elisabeth
Hallonblad Collection,
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Ateneum Art Museum
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the dialectic of the ancient gods Apollo
and Dionysus that Nietzsche presented
in The Birth of Tragedy. To a certain
extent, I share her thoughts on
Fantasy as a theoretical work, but
I see its relationship with the ancient
world as coming across in a slightly
different way.
Certainly, the significance that
Nietzsche attributed to music and
dance as the origin of art is part of
the contextual background of Fantasy.
Nevertheless, I would like to stress
the views on music and emotion held
by contemporary English aesthetes
such as Walter Pater and Oscar
Wilde on the one hand, and those
found in antiquity on the other. Such
interpretations formed an important
part of the broader discursive context
of that particular time, with questions
related to empathy, emotions, and
mental structures discussed in
texts on art theory, psychology and
literature. Fantasy also participated in
this context.5 In their writings, Pater
and Wilde reflect on the psychology
of art and the same theme of the
transference of emotion that is found
interwoven into the discussions
between Hirn and Enckell. The ancient
world also appeared to Pater and Wilde as a major reference for envisioning and imagining
a more liberating practice of modern art and life in the context of a late 19th-century society
that was preoccupied by utilitarian thinking.

Fantasy
The two versions of Fantasy, one from 1895, now in the Ateneum Art Museum, the other
also from the same year, now in Mikkeli Art Museum, are both manifestations of a broader
process, or experiments in which a dialogue results in shifting meanings.6 Additionally, both
works feature within their compositions a kind of stage image, in that the background appears
like painted scenography or the backdrop in a photographer’s studio, as distinct from the
figure in the foreground. The background landscape features darkly silhouetted cypresses
that filter the light onto the surface of the pond. A group of white swans are gliding on the
illuminated water, and those in the shadows, closer to the viewer, are black. One of the black
swans is next to the figure in the foreground. In the Mikkeli Art Museum version the swan
is very close, while in the one at the Ateneum a lyre separates the swan from the figure,
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See Benjamin Morgan. The Outward Mind: Materialist Aesthetics in Victorian Science and
Literature. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017.
Marja Lahelma interprets Fantasy’s swan theme in relation to Edvard Munch’s self-portraits of the
1890s. Marja Lahelma. ‘Aika, ikuisuus ja olemassaolon mysteerit Beda Stjernschantzin teoksessa
Pastoraali (Primavera, 1897)’, in Itha O’Neill (ed.), Beda Stjernschantz: ristikkoportin takana –
Bakom gallergrinden. Helsinki: Suomalaisen kirjallisuuden Seura, 2014, 136−58.
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Magnus Enckell, Fantasy, 1895, gouache on
paper, 63.5cm x 41.5cm
Martti Airio Art Collection, Mikkeli Art Museum
Photo: Harri Heinonen

although the swan is still almost too close to
the figure in just the same way. The façade of a
building looms from the top right of the painting:
it can be identified as a Greek temple from the
pediment supported by pillars. The background
landscape and the swans are almost identical in
both works, but the figure in the foreground is
depicted in very different ways, and the building
is a natural colour in one and red in the other.
In my view, the themes of Fantasy and
Melancholy are also very directly related to
Enckell’s ever-evolving idea of a tableau vivant
or one-act play, which was intended to be
performed at the Scandinavian art students’
Christmas party in Paris in 1893, but was never
realised. The overall concept and the impression
Enckell wanted to create were clear from the
beginning, although the more detailed structure
remained long unfinished. However, the central
ideas of the performance would eventually
culminate in both Fantasy and Melancholy.
The performance would have featured just one
lonely human figure, with a landscape painted
on a backdrop to set the scene of the play. The
impression would have been reminiscent of
Michelangelo’s Slave sculptures (e.g. from 1513,
in the Louvre), but Enckell also thought that the
performer could be a woman wrapping her arms
around a statue of an ancient god or goddess, or
an actor holding a musical instrument or maybe
a skull in their arms, but ‘after all, probably
neither’, as Enckell explained in a letter to Hirn in
the autumn of 18937, referring to Shakespeare’s
Hamlet, and specifically the theme of melancholia that Wilde had written about a little
earlier.8 In Wilde’s ‘The Critic as Artist’ – an essay in the form of a dialogue that was published
in a selection of his writings entitled Intentions – the character Gilbert addresses the question
of personality in the light of different interpretations of Shakespeare, and he notes that
Hamlet does not have a single melancholia, but rather as many melancholies as there are
actors who are playing Hamlet.9 Wilde’s ideas were also in part inspired by the French poetry
of the era and the theme of melancholy that infused the poems of Charles Baudelaire and
Paul Verlaine.
Enckell also pondered Wilde’s ideas during his trip to Italy, and Melancholy’s
companion piece, Fantasy, is quite literally an experiment based on Wilde. It also reflects
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Magnus Enckell’s letter to Yrjö Hirn, Paris 15 November 1893. Yrjö Hirn’s Collection, Coll. 75.
The National Library of Finland.
Enckell compares French and Italian interpretations of Shakespeare in his Milan letters.
Oscar Wilde. ‘The Critic as Artist’, in Intentions. London: Methuen & Co, 1913.
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A sketch of a cathedral
window and a sketch for the
painting Fantasy in Magnus
Enckell’s sketchbook,
1894–95, pencil on paper,
30cm x 23cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Tero Suvilammi

another dialogue from Wilde’s Intentions collection, ‘The Decay of Lying’, which argues that
the artistic imagination has no boundaries: it can create whole worlds or tear them down. In
Enckell’s Fantasy, ‘Greece’ is constructed as a dream-like vision, a Wildean phantasy.
There is a page in a sketchbook in the Ateneum / Finnish National Gallery collection,
which shows in detail how the miniature play planned by Enckell is intertwined with the
themes in Fantasy and Melancholy. The central figure in Fantasy has been placed at the
bottom of the page, while higher up you can notice the decorative windows of a Gothic
church, perhaps a recollection of Frankfurt Cathedral, which Enckell had seen en route to
Milan. In the centre right is a little memory of his intended miniature play: the human figure
walks towards the ancient statue with arms outstretched − with the intention of perhaps
wrapping them around the statue, as Enckell had originally planned for his play. By this point,
the performer has already changed from the female figure mentioned in his letter to Hirn,
to a male figure, which is interesting because Enckell thought that all people had at least
two genders.10
Enckell is still working on Melancholy in the spring of 1895 in Florence, and the process
continues and at the same time changes the idea of the play: the statue has been replaced by
a female figure, reminiscent of a living ancient goddess in her hieratic majesty. The goddess
is based on the Finnish actress Saimi Järnefelt (née Swan), whom Enckell met in Florence
when she was there with her husband, the artist Eero Järnefelt.11 One could imagine that it
was Saimi Järnefelt’s charisma as a performer that inspired Enckell to replace the statue with
a living goddess, in whose lap the male figure rests his head. In the Ateneum’s drawings, one
10
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‘I want to throw away all masculinity, all femininity in you, and then at last you will have to thaw
when the innermost child comes forth’, Enckell wrote in his notes in his sketchbook 1894−95,
quoted in Sarajas-Korte, Suomen varhaissymbolismi ja sen lähteet, 159.
Sarajas-Korte, Suomen varhaissymbolismi ja sen lähteet, 200−01.
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can see the initial idea for Fantasy and Melancholy and how Enckell continues to develop
the ideas of his small play in these two works. Melancholy and Fantasy are two different
interpretations of the themes of melancholia, time and memory, which he initially considered
in the autumn of 1893 in the context of the one-act play. The paintings can also be seen
as a pair, with Fantasy depicting a vision or a dream that has conquered the other central
figure in Melancholy.

Music

Magnus Enckell, Music, 1906,
soft-ground etching,
24.6cm x 32cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Yehia Eweis

Music would have played the leading
role in Enckell’s play – thinking about
the music in the performance was more
important than developing its visual
elements. Enckell returns to music time
and time again in his letters to Hirn,
and he describes the music he planned
for the play as quite simple, perhaps
consisting of only three chords − it would
be supernatural, heavenly, celestial.
Enckell declares his hope that Hirn would
discuss the composition with Sibelius
on his behalf. In his letters, Enckell
invites Hirn to sketch out the one-act
play with him but at the same time the
ideas for Melancholy and Fantasy are
also fermenting.
In Enckell’s mind, Hirn would
describe the music to Sibelius, who
would in turn translate Hirn’s words
into a composition. Enckell sees the planning process as part of their evolving discussion on
the psychological significance of art. Interestingly, the process in itself also reflects Pater’s
aesthetic thinking that all the arts are constantly crossing boundaries between different
disciplines – he says that they are all characterised by Anders-streben, that they aspire to fuse
with other arts. Ultimately, images and words are striving to become music.
In what ways could the most important element of the miniature play – music –
turn into images in Melancholy and Fantasy, and how could the painting pursue music and
the influence of music in the way that Pater thought? According to Pater, elements of the
landscape in Venetian Renaissance paintings are used to create an atmosphere like individual
musical notes. Wilde, on the other hand, emphasises that, like music, colour itself and
its mood speak to the viewer’s soul in a thousand different ways.12 Both of these means
are employed in the work that Enckell created in Milan. But Pater and Wilde thought that
the most important thing in the moods that music creates is the mystery, a secret that is
impossible to explain or describe through other arts. Wilde’s ‘The Critic as Artist’ argues that
mood works like a suggestion and that the viewer completes the work through their own
psyche and emotions: the work of art is experienced virtually through lived emotions, so
‘critique’ in Wilde’s dialogue refers to a testimonial of the events in the critic’s psyche. In this
sense, Wilde sees every experiencer, including the artist, as a critic.
In the 1890s, it was thought that it was the suggestiveness of the work of art that
meant it would be realised in the viewer’s experience and psyche. The poet Stéphane
Mallarmé was often quoted in this regard, particularly his line that a poem was intended to be
musically realised in the mind of the reader. It was essential that a work should evoke the idea
and image of the object gradually − in the same way that one is taken deeper and deeper into
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Wilde, ‘The Critic as Artist’, 200.
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Magnus Enckell, Melancholy, 1895, oil on canvas, 96cm x 152cm
Satalinna Foundation, The Satakunta Museum, Pori
Photo: The Satakunta Museum

a hypnotic state.13 Dramatic experiments in hypnosis carried out by Jean-Martin Charcot and
Pierre Janet had aroused interest in the study of unknown areas of the mind; a new discipline,
experimental psychology, focused on telepathy, telekinesis and suggestion, and its findings
were even reported in daily newspapers.
Indeed, in Fantasy and Melancholy, Enckell explores the suggestive influence of music
– with all art fundamentally understood as music – on the person experiencing it. These
paintings can also be perceived as experiments in empathy and the transference of emotions,
and how art can exert an influence, either directly or indirectly on the viewer. Meanwhile, Hirn
was specifically exploring the question of what kind of immediate response rhythmic patterns
of music and dance evoke, and the relationship between these bodily-affective reactions
and the mediated artistic expression. As experiments and, in the words of Sarajas-Korte, as
works of art theory, both Fantasy and Melancholy – but especially Fantasy, in its depiction
of the central figure – illustrate the bodily response evoked by music. The presence of the
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‘[N]ommer un objet, c’est supprimer les trois quarts de la jouissance du poème qui est faite du
bonheur de deviner peu à peu; le suggérer, voilà le rêve.’ Jules Huret. Enquête sur l’évolution
littéraire. Paris: Bibliothèque-Charpentier, 1891, 60.
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A landscape sketch for
the painting Fantasy
in Magnus Enckell’s
sketchbook, 1894–95.
Watercolour and pencil on
paper, 23cm x 30cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Tero Suvilammi

music is very pronounced in Fantasy: even though the lyre is untouched, one can see how the
character is focusing on listening.14
In Wilde’s ‘The Critic as Artist’, Gilbert describes the emotional transmission that
occurs in art through the musical experience. ‘It is a strange thing, this transference of
emotion,’ he says, after first narrating: ‘After playing Chopin, I feel as if I had been weeping
over sins that I had never committed, and mourning over tragedies that were not my own.
Music always seems to me to produce that effect. It creates for one a past of which one
has been ignorant, and fills one with a sense of sorrows that have been hidden from one’s
tears. I can fancy a man who had led a perfectly commonplace life, hearing by chance some
curious piece of music, and suddenly discovering that his soul, without his being conscious of
it, had passed through terrible experiences, and known fearful joys, or wild romantic loves,
or great renunciations.’15
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Pater writes about how eras and moments in music flow into each other. See Walter Pater. The
Renaissance. Studies in Art and Poetry. London: MacMillan, 1912 (1873, 150−51. ‘[...] the feeling for
music in thought on a stringless instrument [...] which seem to absorb past and future in an intense
consciousness of the present [...] part of the ideality of the highest art of dramatic poetry that it
presents us with a kind of profoundly significant and animated instance, a mere gesture, a look, a
smile, perhaps − some brief and wholly concrete moment into which, however, all the motives, all
the interests and effects of a long history have condensed themselves –.’
‘Gilbert: It is a strange thing, this transference of emotion.’ Wilde, ‘The Critic as Artist’, 167. ‘After
playing Chopin, I feel as if I had been weeping over sins that I had never committed, and mourning
over tragedies that were not my own. Music always seems to me to produce that effect. It creates
for one a past of which one has been ignorant, and fills one with a sense of sorrows that have been
hidden from one’s tears. I can fancy a man who had led a perfectly commonplace life, hearing by
chance some curious piece of music, and suddenly discovering that his soul, without his being
conscious of it, had passed through terrible experiences, and known fearful joys, or wild romantic
loves, or great renunciations.’ Wilde, ‘The Critic as Artist’, 100.
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Shareable dreams

Magnus Enckell, The Variety
Theatre in Paris, 1912, oil on
canvas, 100.5cm x 66.5cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

According to both Pater and Wilde’s art-theoretical
psychological thinking, music connects moments
and entire eras, interweaving the past with the
future. It creates memories that are not the
experiencer’s own, but which transcend the world
of personal experience many times over. Wilde
also speaks of a true critic, who is as much an
artist as an experiencer of a work of art. The true
critic, carries within themselves the dreams, ideas
and feelings of countless generations, and no
form of thought is foreign, no emotional impulse
inaccessible. The idea of countless generations
of experience and the permeability of time was
also found during this period within the esoteric
secret society the Golden Dawn. Its members
included the poet W.B. Yeats and the actor-activist
Maud Gonne, and Wilde’s wife Constance was
also interested in it.16 Yeats and Gonne took the
view that the memory of previous generations
resides in the unconscious part of the mind – for
them this idea was related to Irish history, but it
also had, for Wilde too, an important connection
with the broader theory of evolution. The German
naturalist Ernst Haeckel had developed a theory
that individual evolution replicates species’
evolution, and that, following this popular
idea at the time, the entire history of nature
and humanity was embodied in every human
being phylogenetically.17
The theory of the mind and the
unconscious developed in the 1890s in debates
that involved science, art and various rediscovered
esoteric traditions. This was the backdrop to a
letter that Enckell, upon reaching Milan, wrote
to his friend Hirn, describing a dream in which
he was the guardian of an ancient temple. Enckell refers to this dream in such a way that
indicates that Hirn was already aware that it was a recurring dream, in which conscious,
waking thoughts about art as a kind of religion or cult combine with ancient perspectives in
the unconscious layers of the mind. Fantasy also depicts the landscape of Enckell’s dream,
where the ancient columned building is sometimes a museum, sometimes a temple − just as
the building in the background on the canvas hovers between a natural colour and red in the
two versions of Fantasy. The logic of dreams also allows for combinations that are impossible
in the real world.
In the last decades of the 19th century, Ancient Greece was the subject of a collective
dream as never before. ‘Greece’ now meant the opportunity to imagine radically different,
transgressive, ways of being, living, and loving, as the literary scholar Stefano Evangelista
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Alex Owen. The Place of Enchantment. British Occultism and the Culture of the Modern. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2004, 139.
Marja Lahelma also writes about the influence of Haeckel’s monistic philosophy of nature
on Scandinavian artists, especially Strindberg, see Lahelma, ‘Aika, ikuisuus ja olemassaolon
mysteerit…’, 191−94.
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points out.18 Antiquity was not something in a distant past, but rather through it, one could
question contemporary artistic conventions and ways of life in 19th-century society.
This interest in Ancient Greece meant many different things: in art, it meant
questioning the utilitarian aesthetics of naturalism and defending freedom and imagination.
Enckell’s Russian friend, Sergei Diaghilev, grappled with these same issues in his paper,
‘Complicated Questions’, which was first published by the journal Ateneum in Helsinki, in
1898.19 According to Diaghilev, dreams and daydreams, freedom and imagination were
more important than utilitarian aesthetics and he agreed with the Scottish writer Thomas
Carlyle that ‘works spring unconsciously from the depths of the soul, even if they were
created seemingly using consciousness and thought’.20 We find the same idea about the
meaning of the unconscious layers of the psyche in Wilde’s ‘The Critic as Artist’. Diaghilev
writes further about the artist’s duty to make his fantasies visible, and about how there
is a hidden connection between the artist and their dreams that allows them to bring out
images that would otherwise remain hidden.21 The artist’s task is to introduce others to this
world of encrypted images. In exhibiting Melancholy at the Stieglitz Palace in St Petersburg
in 1898, Diaghilev – who organised the show – and Enckell transported the viewer along a
metaphorical path between two worlds and revealed how everyday consciousness can be
opened up to a view of the hidden world of images. In the exhibition, Enckell’s painting was
displayed in such a way that the viewer had to walk behind closed curtains separating the
work from the rest of the show.
All in all, Fantasy can be seen as a hub in a network of conversations, a kind of still
image of the diverse and multidisciplinary theoretical debates of the 1890s that centred on a
new psychological attitude to art, the shareability of emotions, and the possibility of empathy.
Perhaps the work should not be seen as a ‘work’ at all but as an arrested moment in a process
evolving in time. Enckell shares this process with Hirn in particular, but it also brought virtually
together Mallarmé, Janet, Pater and Wilde, as well as countless other philosophers, theorists,
writers and artists who contemplated the connection between imagination, memory
and empathy.22
Key words: Yrjö Hirn; Oscar Wilde; Walter Pater; Psychological aesthetics; Music; Antiquity;
Emotional transference in art
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Stefano Evangelista. British Aestheticism and Ancient Greece. Hellenism, Reception, Gods in Exile.
London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009. Evangelista emphasises the transgressive potential of Pater and
Wilde’s interpretation from the perspective of both art and living different sexual identities and
same-sex love.
See Sergei Djagilev [Diaghilev]. ‘Invecklade spörsmål’, Ateneum 5, 1898, 339−368. Djaghilev’s
co-writer is thought to have been his cousin Dmitry Filosofov. The article is polemical and directed
especially against naturalism, which dominated in Russia, and peredvizhniks: it defends young
artists called decadents, whose artistic ideas were spread by Mir Iskusstva, which was launched
soon after.
Carlyle refers to ‘great men’, but Djaghilev’s emphasis is on the process of creating the work.
‘A great Man’s work grows subconsciously out of the dark depths of his soul, no matter with which
apparent effort of conscience and thought he may have created it.’ Thomas Carlyle. On Heroes,
Hero-Worship, and The Heroic in History. London: James Fraser, 1841.
Djagilev [Diaghilev], ‘Invecklade spörsmål’, 359.
Juha-Heikki Tihinen has emphasised the procedural nature of Enckell’s art in many of his studies,
see e.g. Juha-Heikki Tihinen. Halun häilyvät rajat: Magnus Enckellin teosten maskuliinisuuksien ja
feminiinisyyksien representaatioista ja itsen luomisesta. Taidehistoriallisia tutkimuksia 37. Helsinki:
Taidehistorian seura, 2008.

